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Topic Clustering and Classification on Final
Project Reports: a Comparison of Traditional and
Modern Approaches
Hendra Bunyamin, Heriyanto, Stevani Novianti, and Lisan Sulistiani

Abstract—Text clustering and classification has been studied
at large in machine learning literature. For clustering text,
topic modeling algorithms are statistical methods to discover
unseen structures in archives of documents. Equally important,
Convolutional Neural Networks (ConvNets) have been successfully applied for classifying text without knowing information
about syntactic and semantic aspects of a language. In this
paper, we utilizes both clustering and classification algorithms
to organize and classify topics from final project reports. In
clustering task, we examine two techniques, that are Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) functioning as a unigram model and
LDA supported by a Skip-gram model. Our results show each
topical distribution of words found by the techniques are truly
representing keywords from every topic; to elaborate, skipgram model that works hand in hand with LDA are suitable to
acquire topical words from the final report topics. For our
classification task, we analyze the application of ConvNets,
artificial neural nets with ReLU activation functions, and
traditional algorithms. Concretely, our findings suggest that
selecting parts of a report that contains essential information
is very important for ConvNets to learn. Additionally, traditional algorithms is more preferrable than neural nets-based
algorithms if the size of dataset is less than 20,000; as a result,
our traditional algorithms, specifically Ridge classifier, PassiveAggressive, and Support Vector Machines outperform neural
nets-based algorithms significantly.
Index Terms—convolutional neural networks, deep learning,
final project report, latent dirichlet allocation, machine learning, skip-gram model, text classification, topic model

I. I NTRODUCTION

M

ARANATHA Christian University has digitized and
stored its students’ final project reports; however, it
has become increasingly challenging for librarians to assign
categories to the reports; moreover, it can be especially
time-consuming to assign categories on final project reports
manually. Blei [1] suggests project reports can be categorized
according to their topics by using topic model algorithms.
Topic models are defined as statistical models that understand patterns of word use and connect documents that
exhibit similar patterns from archives of documents founded
on probabilistic latent semantic analysis [2], [3], [4], [5],
[6], [7], [8]. Since there are no labels in the documents to
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guide the categorization process, topic models are classified
as unsupervised learning algorithms. In contrast, supervised
learning algorithms classify documents which have labels.
Reports classification or text categorization (TC) in general
is a quintessential problem in natural language processing
where one should give predefined labels to unstructured documents. Basically, given a training set D = {X1 , . . . , XN },
each element of the training set is assigned a label which is
taken from a set of k values. Fig. 1 shows a training set is
used to train a machine learning model; after being trained,
the model is able to assign labels to the test set [9].

Fig. 1. A classification model that connects training records and categories

Thus far, nearly all algorithms of TC are dependent on
words where plain statistics of several ordered combinations of words (such as language models) generally give
best results [10], [11], [12]. These techniques are usually
called traditional machine learning models. On the contrary,
numerous researchers have established convolutional neural
networks (ConvNets) as an all-around technique to extract
information from images, text, speech, and other raw signals.
Specifically, before deep learning gains its popularity, mostly
sequential data are modeled by time-delay networks which
are basically ConvNets [13], [14], [15].
Applying ConvNets to TC at large has been studied
in literature. Specifically, ConvNets have been successfully
applied for discrete [16] or distributed [17], [18] embedding of words where any information about syntactic and
semantic aspects of a language is unknown. Moreover, these
techniques have been competitive to traditional models.
Our study makes two key contributions: first, we provide
an analysis of topic patterns in final project reports by
utilizing Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) with Skip-gram
model and demonstrate that a combination of LDA and
Skip-gram has a capability to cluster students’ final project
abstracts. Second, we provide a systematic comparison of
the performance of traditional and modern approaches that
model text classification problem for final project reports;
specifically, we demonstrate that the performance of wordlevel traditional machine learning algorithms are better than
ConvNets and equally comparable to other modern neural
networks in final project reports classification task.
II. R ELATED W ORK
We first review the concept of Skip-gram model and
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), which is an undecorated
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type of topic model. LDA is derived from a statistical
latent semantic analysis model [3]; specifically, LDA refines
probabilistic latent semantic analysis model by addressing a
complete generative process [4]. Moreover, LDA describes
a mixture model that employs convex combinations from
distributed component sets to model observations. In LDA
algorithm, a combination of topics (y) generates one word
(t). Particularly, the probability of one word (t) producing a
term (w) is
X
P (t = w) =
P (t = w|y = i)P (y = i),
(1)
i

P

with i P (y = i) = 1 and every component (P (t = w|y =
k)) equals to a multinomial distribution for every term which
corresponds to an unseen topic y = i from a corpus. Based
on equation (1), goals of LDA inference are
1) to discover term distribution P (w|y = i) = ϕ
~ i for
every topic i and
~ m for
2) to discover topic distribution P (y|d = m) = ϑ
every document m.
Quality of word vectors which have similarity can be improved by learning from huge data sets of billion of words.
On the other hand, those similar word vectors may suffer
from a wide range of similarities [19], [20], [21]. With
regard to this problem, a word offset technique is used
to allow simple algebraic operations to be performed on
the vectors [21]. Subsequently, the resulting word vector is
literally a result of those algebraic operations. For example,
vector(”Emperor”) - vector(”Man”) + vector(”Woman”)
becomes a vector that represents the word Empress. This
technique enriches a class of language models which are socalled neural network language models (NNLM). Skip-gram
model is a particular type of NNLM; in general, the model
is trained by executing two steps as follows: a simple model
learns from continuous word vectors. Next, we train an Ngram NNLM on top of the learned model [19], [20].
Equally important, we also review the work of characterlevel ConvNets for text classification by Zhang et al. [22]
and Kim [18] and elaborate traditional machine learning
algorithms utilized in this research. We opt for character-level
ConvNets as both character-level and word-level ConvNets
have a roughly similar performance [23]. The gradients
are computed by an optimization algorithm called backpropagation [24].
Specifically, character-level Convolutional Networks consists of several ConvNets modules. In this paper ConvNets
modules consist of three key modules such as a temporal
convolutional module, a temporal max-pooling module, and
a rectifier or thresholding module. Moreover, the ConvNets
model accepts a sequence of encoded characters as input.
The most important module in CovNets is a temporal convolutional module that calculates a 1-D convolution. Let us
have a discrete input function d(x) ∈ [1, p] → R and a
discrete kernel function k(x) ∈ [1, q] → R. The convolution
c(y) ∈ [1, b(p − q)/tc + 1] → R between k(x) and d(x) with
stride t is defined as
m
X
c(y) =
k(x) · d(y · t − x + f ),
(2)
x=1

where f = m − t + 1 is an offset constant. Similar
to ConvNets in computer vision, this module is defined

by a set of kernel functions kij (x)(i = 1, 2, . . . , a and
j = 1, 2, . . . , b) that are stated as weights, on inputs di (x)
and outputs cj (y). Every di (or cj ) input (or output) is
defined as features and a (or b) input (or output) are called
feature size. Each output cj (y) is computed as a sum over
i from convolutions between di (x) and kij (x). All other
specifications of ConvNets can be read in Zhang et al. [22]. In
addition to ConvNets, we also utilize modern neural networks
with rectified linear unit (ReLU) defined by an activation
function g(z) = max{0, z} [25], [26], [27], [28].
The traditional machine learning models in this research
are those that employing a manually crafted feature extractor
and several classifiers. Specifically, the feature extractor is
TF-IDF (term-frequency inverse-document-frequency) [29]
and the classifiers are listed as follows: Ridge Classifier [30],
Perceptron [31], Passive-Aggressive [32], K-Neighbors [33],
Random Forest [34], Support Vector Machines [35], Stochastic Gradient Descent [36], Nearest Centroid [37], Multinomial Naı̈ve Bayes, and Bernoulli Naı̈ve Bayes [38], [39]. All
classifiers are provided conveniently in Pedregosa et al. [40].
III. R ESEARCH M ETHODOLOGY
Mainly, our methodology covers two activities that are clustering and classification tasks. We start by preprocessing our
corpus. In the clustering task we apply the LDA with Skipgram model to find similar topics in the data set. After that,
we apply character-level ConvNets, modern neural networks,
and traditional algorithms to classify documents their topics
in the classification task. To create more structure in our
analysis, we separate the analysis of the clustering and
classification tasks.
A. Preparing Dataset
Fig. 2 shows the monthly average number of visitors
from year 2011 to 2016 in Maranatha Christian University
Library [41]. Visitors from faculty of psychology has had the
most increment since 2013 among all other faculties; hence,
psychology students’ reports are chosen as dataset for our
experiments.

Fig. 2.

Monthly number of library visitors in average

The preprocessing applied into the final projects consists of removing empty lines, sentences that encompasses
specific words (”ABSTRACT” or ”ABSTRAK”, ”DAFTAR BAGAN DAN SKEMA”, ”DAFTAR ISI”, ”DAFTAR
TABEL”, ”DAFTAR LAMPIRAN”, non-ASCII characters,
and ”Universitas Kristen Maranatha”), and page numbers.
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More importantly, we also provide labels for our dataset as
shown in Table I. In addition, Table II shows distribution of
the topics.
TABLE I
S IX TOPICS THAT SERVE AS LABELS IN OUR DATASET
Topic
0
1
2

Name
Educational Psychology
Industrial Organizational Psychology
Social Psychology

Topic
3
4
5

Name
Clinical Psychology
Developmental Psychology
Others

TABLE II
N UMBER OF REPORTS FOR EACH
Topic
0
1
2
3
4
5

TOPIC

Name
Educational Psychology
Industrial Organizational Psychology
Social Psychology
Clinical Psychology
Developmental Psychology
Others

Percentage
13.2%
24.9%
11.9%
29.1%
18.6%
2.3%

Our dataset for the clustering task comprises abstracts
with the total number of 1,805. Equally important, we
use abstracts, chapter 1, chapter 2, and chapter 3 for our
classification task.
Our domain expert selects randomly 10 keyphrases from
each topic; these keyphrases are used as a comparison for our
algorithm outputs. Specifically, for example, keyphrases from
Topic 0 (Educational Psychology) are kelas (class), universitas (university), sma (high school), and belajar (study). Topic
1 (Industrial Organizational Psychology) has phrases as
follows: efficacy, work, kompetensi (competency), and stress.
Topic 2 (Social Psychology) includes phrases such as remaja
(teenager), emosional (emotional), kuesioner (questionaire),
and purposive sampling. Topic 3 (Clinical Psychology) encompasses keyphrases such as sosial (social), engagement,
anak (child), perilaku (behavior). Next, Topic 4 (Developmental Psychology) contains phrases such as style, brand
image, minat (interest), and keputusan membeli (buying decision). Lastly, Topic 5 (Others) has labeled phrases such as
korelasi (correlation), berkisar (range), dukungan (support),
and saran (advice). Samples of keyphrases annotated by our
domain expert are summarized in Table III.
TABLE III
S AMPLES OF KEYPHRASES IN I NDONESIAN WHICH ANNOTATED BY A
DOMAIN EXPERT. T HE E NGLISH TRANSLATED KEYPHRASES ARE
EXPLAINED IN SUBSECTION III-A
Topic 0
studi
universitas
sma
belajar
Topic 3
sosial
engagement
anak
perilaku

Topic 1
efficacy
work
kompetensi
stress
Topic 4
remaja
brand image
minat
keputusan membeli

Topic 2
remaja
emosional
kuesioner
purposive sampling
Topic 5
korelasi
berkisar
dukungan
saran

B. Clustering: LDA + Skip-gram models
The following are two settings in our clustering experiment. Firstly, we run LDA algorithm with skip-gram setting
and without skip-gram setting. Particularly, we apply online
learning to cluster final project topics [42] in our first setting.

In next experiment, a bigram language model is constructed
by employing skip-gram model algorithm. An online learning
is activated based on the constructed language model to learn
hidden topics [21]. Eventually, a domain expert evaluates the
results by comparing the findings with annotated keyphrases
whose samples are depicted in subsection III-A.
C. Classification: Artificial Neural Networks & Traditional
Algorithms
In this task, we divide the dataset into train set, validation
set, and test set with 70%, 20%, dan 10% proportions
respectively. The train set is used for training the models,
validation set is for tuning parameters, and test set is for
measuring the models’ performance.
Our modern text classfication models consist of ConvNets
and artificial neural networks with ReLU activation functions
(ANNwR). To make the ConvNets learn, we have tried
several settings for the number of characters, hence we find
one thousand characters are the most optimized setting in our
model. Furthermore, ANNwR model are also fine-tuned by
experimenting various parameters in the maximum number
of words to keep, based on word frequency (num_words),
number of hidden layers (#hidden_layers), and number
of nodes in each layer (#nodes). After running 4-fold crossvalidation, ANNwR model with #hidden_layers=3,
#nodes=3, and num_words=15,000 gains best performance on validation set.
We prepare 12 text classification models as our traditional
text classification models. Specifically, we tune the parameters of these traditional classifiers by running 4-fold crossvalidation and choose classifiers with the best performance
on validation set. Table IV shows traditional classifiers with
their best settings.
TABLE IV
T HE BEST SETTINGS AFTER 4- FOLD CROSS - VALIDATION

FOR

TRADITIONAL CLASSIFIERS

Classifier
Ridge Classifier (RC)
Perceptron (P)
Passive-Aggressive (PA)
k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN)
Random Forest
Linear SVC (SVC)
SGD classifier (SGDL2)
SGD classifier (SGDL1)
SGD classifier (SGDE)
Nearest Centroid (NC)
Multinomial NB (MNB)
Bernoulli NB (BNB)

Parameter-tuning settings
α = 1.0
α = 0.0001
loss = hinge
n neighbors = 10
criterion = information gain
penalty = L2
α=1
penalty = L2
α = 0.0003
penalty = L1
α = 0.0003
penalty = elasticnet
metric = euclidean
α=1
α = 0.01

IV. R ESULTS : C LUSTERING TASK
We run two experiments in the first algorithm setting. In
our first experiment, we run word removals for words whose
frequencies = 1 and frequencies ≥ 2000. We also find that
there are some words, for example, ”validitas” (validity),
which are considered keywords in several topics as shown in
Table V. Therefore, words in this setting are not fully able
to separate themselves as keywords.
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TABLE V
R ESULTS OF THE FIRST EXPERIMENT: TOPICS WITH THEIR HIGHEST

TABLE VII
T EN WORDS WITH THE HIGHEST PROBABILITY FOR

PROBABILITY WORDS

Topic 0
reliabilitas
teknik
deskriptif
kota
teori
hubungan
saran
aspek
validitas
responden
Topic 3
teori
dimensi
saran
kuesioner
rendah
reliabilitas
efficacy
responden
validitas
derajat

Topic 1
derajat
kuesioner
reliabilitas
hubungan
universitas
psikologi
teknik
fakultas
kerja
saran
Topic 4
karyawan
derajat
kerja
kota
deskriptif
dimensi
teori
kuesioner
hubungan
reliabilitas

Topic 2
derajat
kuesioner
validitas
rendah
efficacy
teknik
work
responden
saran
reliabilitas
Topic 5
kerja
validitas
aspek
reliabilitas
saran
teori
uji
kuesioner
hubungan
responden

EVERY TOPIC IN THE

THIRD SETTING

Topic 0
karakteristik
faktor
orang
telepon genggam
rendah
individuated
profil
derajat
kerja
aspek
Topic 3
maranatha bandung
rendah
universitas kristen
mahasiswa fakultas
psikologi
mahasiswa
untuk mengetahui
derajat
dimensi
universitas x

Topic 1
item
kuesioner
data
kemandirian emosional
berdasarkan pengolahan
teori
holland
rank spearman
validitas
koefisien korelasi
Topic 4
rancangan
brand image
mahasiswa
minat
keputusan membeli
tipe
psikologi
kesimpulan
faktor
aspek

Topic 2
sampel
profil
sesuai
populasi
peneliti
menggunakan metode
kuesioner
metode
purposive sampling
berusia tahun
Topic 5
nokia
orangtuanya
orangtua
mahasiswa
saran
untuk mengetahui
derajat
telepon genggam
anak
subyek

V. R ESULTS : C LASSIFICATION TASK
In order to purify words in each topic, we remove all words
in the intersection between every two topics in the second
experiment. Table VI exhibits that LDA has discovered
words that distinguish themselves as keywords. We see that
keywords from topic 1, for example, universitas (university),
belajar (study), and kelas (class) are in fact keywords of
”Educational Psychology” topic. In general, words in each
topic represents the topic respectively.
TABLE VI
R ESULTS OF THE SECOND EXPERIMENT: TOPICS WITH THEIR HIGHEST

Table VIII displays all the accuracies of classifiers in our
experiments. Surprisingly, our linear models such as Ridge
classifier, Passive-Aggressive algorithm, and Support Vector
Machines outperform non-linear models that are Random
Forest and k-Nearest Neighbours although machine learning
literature suggests that non-linear models, specifically Random Forest is the best classifier [43]. The ANNwR model
has some potential to outperform traditional learning models;
however, the ANNwR model lacks of training data instances.
In order to learn holistically, number of training instances for
the model should be more than 20,000.

PROBABILITY WORDS

Topic 0
rancangan
motivasi
perusahaan
belajar
program
sma
pengolahan
universitas
studi
kelas
Topic 3
of
sosial
rancangan
berkisar
engagement
anak
sampling
perilaku
pengolahan
korelasi

Topic 1
efficacy
work
perawat
kompetensi
sumber
sampling
universitas
stress
pengolahan
emosional
Topic 4
anak
bidang
sma
remaja
style
pengolahan
kelas
sampling
universitas
of

Topic 2
value
remaja
motivasi
universitas
pengolahan
emosional
stres
studi
sampling
rumah
Topic 5
universitas
remaja
korelasi
anak
pt
rancangan
pengolahan
sampling
berkisar
dukungan

For our third setting we employ two algorithms altogether,
a combination of online LDA [42] and skip-gram model [21].
When our results are compared with the dataset annotated
by the domain expert; it shows that this combination of
algorithms has an intuitive capability to capture phrases
that represent each topic. For example, our expert is in
accord about words in topic 1, such as individuated, profil
(profile), and kerja (work), are keywords from ”Industrial
Organizational Psychology” topic.

TABLE VIII
ACCURACIES OF TRADITIONAL AND MODERN TEXT CLASSIFICATION
CLASSIFIERS ON THE TEST SET

Name of classifier
Ridge Classifier
Perceptron
Passive-aggressive
K-neighbors
Random Forest
Linear SVC
SGD classifier
Nearest centroid
MultinomialNB
BernoulliNB
ANNwR

Accuracy
76.67%
75.56%
77.22%
55.00%
70.00%
76.67%
76.67%
71.11%
70.56%
70.00%
72.78%

A. Error analysis: ConvNets model
Table IX shows the performance of ConvNets. Although the
performance of ConvNets is poor, interestingly, we examine
misclassifications by ConvNets on several train instances.
Table X contains several instances whose topics ConvNets
misclassify as clinical psychology. The first row in Table X
shows that the true value of the instance is industrial psychology. The second until the fourth rows show that the true
topics are social psychology, educational psychology, and
social psychology respectively. Our domain expert finds the
comments such as purposive sampling, descriptive statistics,
correlation coefficient, and descriptive analysis are indeed
keywords from clinical psychology. Since our ConvNets
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learn roughly one thousand characters and there are other
words that can be signals for each topic, the ConvNets should
learn from various parts of a report.
TABLE IX
R ESULT OF THE C ONV N ETS EXPERIMENT WITH SEQUENCE LENGTH
1014, BATCH SIZE 1,605, NUMBER OF EPOCHS 10, DROP PROBABILITY
0.5, AND NUMBER OF CLASSES 6. T HE TENTH AND ELEVENTH ROWS
SHOW THE FINAL TRAIN ACCURACY AND THE DEV ACCURACY
RESPECTIVELY.

Data
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Dev

Epoch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
-

Loss
4.22
12.50
8.07
5.16
2.96
2.06
1.86
1.75
1.68
1.72
1.64

Accuracy
17.00%
24.74%
23.30%
15.00%
18.26%
26.54%
27.54%
23.18%
26.17%
25.17%
12.50%

TABLE X
S OME RESULTS WHERE C ONV N ETS MISCLASSIFY INSTANCES AS A
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY TOPIC (T OPIC 0). H EADERS ARE EXPLAINED AS
FOLLOWS : T RUE = TRUE CATEGORY OF AN INSTANCE , 0 = CLINICAL
PSYCHOLOGY, 1 = EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY, 2 = DEVELOPMENTAL
PSYCHOLOGY, 3 = INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY, 4 = SOCIAL
PSYCHOLOGY, 5 = OTHERS , AND C OMMENTS = COMMENTS ABOUT THE
REPORT BEING PREDICTED .
True
3
4
1
4

0
X
X
X
X

1

2

3

4

5

Comments
purposive sampling
descriptive statistics
correlation coefficient
descriptive analysis

TABLE XI
S OME RESULTS WHERE C ONV N ETS MISCLASSIFY INSTANCES AS A
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY TOPIC (T OPIC 1).
True
3
4
3
3
4

0

1
X
X
X
X
X

2

3

4

5

Comments
population, sample
qualitative, interview, variables
sample, questionaire
observations, respondents
cross tabulation

TABLE XII
S OME RESULTS WHERE C ONV N ETS MISCLASSIFY INSTANCES AS A
INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY TOPIC (T OPIC 3).
True
0
4
1
1
0

0

1

2

3
X
X
X
X
X

4

5

Comments
foundation,interpersonal,emotional
consument,level of satisfaction
validity,confidence,reliable
self-esteem,cohesion,correlational
self-compassion,work,family

We also find a number of train instances that are akin to
the analysis in Table X, Table XI, and Table XII. Table XI
contains train instances that are misclassified as educational
psychology and Table XII consists of misclassifications as
industrial psychology. Moreover, the comments in both Table XI and Table XII are indeed keywords for educational
psychology and industrial psychology, respectively.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Firstly, this research presents an exploration of LDA and
skip-gram model for a clustering task on an archives of

final project abstract documents in an unsupervised manner.
Moreover, our experiments present that the collaboration of
LDA and skip-gram model are able to cluster documents
based on their topics. Clusters of documents are determined
by the similarity of keywords and keyphrases from the topics
of documents. Furthermore, the question of quantitative
evaluations need to be addressed in future work.
Secondly, this paper analyzes the utilization of modern approach that is deep learning and traditional machine learning
algorithms on final project reports in order to do automatic
topic classification. For the case of having limited computation resources, selecting parts of a report that contains
essential information is very important for ConvNets to learn.
Our experiment shows that the traditional algorithms outperform neural nets-based algorithms significantly. Notably, our
linear models, such as Ridge classifier, Passive-Aggressive,
and Support Vector Machines from traditional algorithms are
more accurate than the non-linear ones (Random Forest and
k-Nearest Neighbours). All in all, traditional algorithms is
more preferrable than deep learning algorithms if the size of
dataset is less than 20,000.
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